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INTRODUCTION
Power Consulting Engineers (PCE) appreciates the opportunity to
submit our Statement of Qualifications for engineering services.
PCE’s talents fit well with your request. PCE does most of the design
services in house, but we understand the power of strategic partners.
Therefore, we have a few of these partners that we work with to further strengthen our portfolio.
One such key partner is CLC Engineering, LLC. They bring additional transmission, civil and
structural engineering talent and expertise to our team. This statement of qualifications will show
our team’s abilities easily exceed your scope of services required and bring others to bear that add
significant value.
PCE, founded in 1999, is a privately-owned consulting engineering firm located in Lilburn, GA
specializing in expertly serving the considerable requirements of electric utilities. With a combined
more than 150 yrs of professional experience in substation and distribution design and system
protection, our staff is proficient in serving the engineering design needs of municipal utilities,
electrical cooperatives, IOU, and industrial clients. PCE exists for the purpose of providing quality
consulting and design services to electric utilities and industrial customers. By providing these
quality services at reasonable prices we have become a leader in our field. Our core business includes
system protection and designing switching and distribution substations for electric utilities, but
through the years we have expanded our services to include many other substation and distribution
system engineering functions.
CLC Engineering, LLC is a privately-owned
consulting firm located in Alexandria, LA,
specializing in civil and structural engineering
for high voltage structures in substations and
switchyards and transmission and distribution
line design.
CLC started in February 1994 as Substation Design
Services, Inc. (SDS) offering civil and structural
engineering services to the high voltage industry. In
July of 2001, SDS merged with SGS Witter, Inc.,
of Albuquerque, NM and Lubbock, TX and in
November of 2002, SGS Witter, Inc., Consulting
Engineers was acquired by TRC. In March of 2006,
David Pfeiffer left TRC and formed CLC Engineers,
Inc. which then merged with Ballard & Associates
in January 2007. In February 2010, Mr. Pfeiffer
left Ballard and reestablished CLC Engineering,
LLC to once again service the civil and structural
engineering needs of the high voltage industry.
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INTRODUCTION continued
CLC offers services to this industry including but not limited to transmission design, distribution
design, site preparation, grading, cut & fill, fence and gate drawings, shop fabrication drawings,
control building design, overhead strike protection, development of bills of materials and outdoor
lighting. Specific structural services offered include steel design, aluminum design, wood and
timber design, reinforced concrete design, computer analysis, commercial low-rise structural
design, seismic analysis, and simple span bridges.

Collectively we have completed numerous projects for a myriad of electric utilities, and we would be
pleased to add you to our list of satisfied clients. Our team is highly qualified, offers an exceptional
level of diverse services, and brings together the expertise of complimentary and agile small
businesses. This allows us to deliver you a personal approach that is extremely responsive to your
needs. The scope of services requested is highly commensurate with the expertise of our collective
engineering personnel and their unique experience. The team brings years of experience with all facets
of substation, transmission and distribution engineering and construction management that include
assisting with all utility effort focused on designing, managing, operating and maintaining critical
outside infrastructure required to help you obtain what we believe are your ultimate goals and
objectives.
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INTRODUCTION continued
In addition to the services listed and the expertise outlined above, we hope that the further details
contained in this response to your RFQ illustrates that our team understands how to work closely
with you toward achieving your short-and long-term goals. Our commitment to your goals will be
the driving force behind developing the scope and budget for every aspect of every project defined by
you. We understand the need for adherence to the concise scope of each project as well as striving to
gain the most from your budgeted funds.
Finally, we are confident you will find that our team conveys the level of engineering expertise which
not only meets your needs and expectations but exceeds them. In addition to our expertise, our
complimentary and agile small businesses allow us to be very responsive to our clients’ needs at very
reasonable rates. All of the above-mentioned items make our team the best qualified to provide these
electrical, civil, and structural engineering services. We look forward to adding you to our long list of
satisfied clients.
If you have any questions, please contact Daryl Dunahoo, President of PCE, daryl@pcedesign.com,
(770) 295-0925 or Doug Trotter, Executive Vice President of PCE, dtrotter@pcedesign.com, (770)
295-0927 office, and (770) 935-5579 fax.
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ENGINEERING SERVICES
Our core Engineering services include, but are not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Substation Design & Construction Management
• Substation and Distribution Equipment Specifications
• Substation Commissioning
Smart Grid Installations and Upgrades including relay panels
Relay and Battery Testing
Distribution Automation including but not limited to Self-Healing Schemes
Electric System and Substation Studies including Sectionalizing, Coordination and Arc Flash
Studies
Transmission Protection Studies including Distance and Line Differential
Electric System Disturbance Analysis
Work Plans and Long-Range Work Plans
SCADA and AMI Fiber Optic System Design
Rapid Response to Emergency / Storm Power Restoration
Site Assessments / Alternative Analysis and Permitting
Transmission and Distribution Line Design

Civil Design Services include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Storm Drainage
Site Grading
Cut and Fill
Erosion Control
Road Design
Foundation Design
Oil Containment Systems
Earth Retaining Wall Design

Structural Design Services include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lattice Transmission Towers
Folded Plate, Tapered Tubular Steel Pole Structures
Steel Substation Structures
Aluminum Substation Structures
Shop Drawings
Equipment Enclosures

Environmental Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SPCC Plans
Design of Spill Containment Reservoirs
Phase I Assessments
E. Forensic Engineering
Residential Inspections
Industrial & Commercial Structural Inspections
Foundation Inspections
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ENGINEERING SERVICES continued
MISCELLANUOUS SERVICES
Electrical System and Substation Studies and Analysis
PCE has extensive experience in preparing construction work plans and long-range planning studies
using Milsoft’s Windmill distribution analysis package. A construction work planning study includes
preparing an existing system model using information from the utility’s maps, billing records, and
wholesale power purchase records. This study locates any potential voltage, load, and fault current
issues that may occur in the study time frame, usually two to four years. The long-range plan
forecasts consumer and load growth by areas, and estimates system conditions in the five to twenty
year time frame. System improvements necessary to correct expected problems are corrected in the
model. An economic analysis is prepared to assist the utility in serving new load with the least cost.
PCE strives to tailor the study to not just meet any regulatory requirements, but to be useful tools
in the day to day operation of the system. We start every work plan project by meeting with various
utilities personnel (office engineers and field engineers) to be sure we understand their requirements.
PCE also has extensive
experience in preparing
coordination and sectionalizing
studies. Coordination studies
are completed using SKM
Power Tools. A complete model
is built for the system being
modeled. This allows
evaluation of equipment ratings
based on the fault study and
protection coordination. When
modifications are required
based on analysis, PCE is able
to provide appropriate recommendation. For transmission systems, we use Aspen One Liner or
ETAP which allows not only overcurrent coordination, but also line distance protection analysis.
PCE also has extensive experience in preparing arc flash studies. These studies are completed with
a combination of SKM Power Tools, ETAP and Arc Pro. From our studies, clients can assess the
arc flash hazard at any point on their system and know the required PPE.
Distribution Automation Design
PCE has expertise in Smart Grid. Whether it is assistance with smart meters or designing
automation schemes, we can be of assistance. Many of our clients, even in the rural area, are doing
pilot projects with distribution automation, even self-healing schemes. Even if you do not have fiber
to the station(s), we can help you with radio-based systems that can be adequately fast and relatively
inexpensive.
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ENGINEERING SERVICES continued
PCE has extensive experience in SCADA and load control,
including feasibility studies, bid document preparation,
installation and programming. The SCADA direct vendor
experience includes Survalent, Advanced Control Systems
(EFACEC), QEI, and others.
Protection and Control Integration, Numerical relay
programming and integration, Communication
Protocols
When helping a client select protective relays, communication
protocols and communication backbone, several things
need to be considered. PCE listens to the clients and gives
recommendations based on available budget, system scalability
and upgradability, client’s expertise and communication
availability. We also attempt when possible to give our clients
options and then enter into discussions of pros and cons of the
manufacturer’s equipment available and the technology.
For most of the hundreds of substations PCE has designed, our services included the design of
the protective system. In our early years we gained vast experience with many
electromechanical relays. In the more recent years we have done these same protective schemes with
more modern microprocessor-based relays and implemented more advanced schemes such as bus
diffs with no CTs. With these modern relays we have been able to implement smart grid designs that
combine the protection with control for the smart grid. With these numerous smart grid applications,
PCE has gained experience in the use of DNP3, ACS, QEI, and Cooper 2179 protocols, including
setup and troubleshooting of communications issues. The options for the communication backbone
continue to evolve. In our early installations of smart grid, most communication was done over
radio or microwave. PCE has communications system design and startup experience with leased
telephone, frame relay, serial 900 MHZ licensed and unlicensed radio, and TCP/IP over Ethernet for
SCADA master to RTU/gateway communications. We are seeing more and more applications using
Ethernet and fiber optics.
Engineering Services Associated with New
Control Houses and Modifications
The vast majority of the new and modifications to
existing switching station and substation projects
have required new control houses or modifications to
existing control houses. PCE has worked with several
manufacturers of control houses from metal frame to
concrete aggregate. If a breaker is being added to a
ring bus or an additional transformer is being added to
a substation, PCE has the expertise to handle all the
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ENGINEERING SERVICES continued
required modifications to existing control houses including all the required new control and relay
panels.
Outage Investigation
PCE has conducted several system outage investigations that involved substation and circuit
protective relaying systems/schemes.
Relay and Battery Testing
PCE has many clients for whom we do periodic testing of their relays and batteries. With experience
in hundreds of electromechanical and microprocessor relays we are sure to have experience with any
relays you have on your system. As part of our relay testing, we can calculate the fault current,

evaluate the settings and supply TCC curves of before and after testing. We perform full load testing
of batteries and plot the full discharge (usually 1 hour) with readings of every jar every few seconds.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE
PCE’s team has completed many relevant projects and has a large list of
satisfied clients as noted below:
South Central Power Company, OH
Mr. Tom Musick, Vice President of Engineering and Operations
Lancaster, OH
740-653-4422
musick@southcentral.com
Mr. Musick was in charge of all the engineers working on these projects.
PCE has completed over a dozen and is currently working on several more substation projects for
South Central. As part of these projects, PCE has developed protection and control standards that
are incorporated into all South Central Projects. Many of these projects are upgrades of the existing
physical and P&C while others are new construction.
North Fairfield 138-69 kV Substation - PCE was responsible for modifying this existing dual 40 MVA
base autotransformer station with two 69 kV transmission line exits with a tie between them. PCE
replaced all the existing protection and control and recommended modifications to the physical
design to improve the protective scheme functionality. The protective scheme used one 138 kV
breaker with high side and low side MOABs for each of the two 138 kV autotransformers. The high
side bus and low side bus was protected with SEL 487B relays. The transformers were protected with
dual 787 relays and the 69 kV feeders were protected with 751 relays. The scheme had automation to
isolate a transformer fault and then reclose the 138 kV breaker to pick back up all the station load.
PCE prepared complete drawings and specifications, obtained bids, handled bid evaluation and
preparation of contract documents, project management & final inspection. PCE personnel
calculated all the fault currents, designed the protective scheme, performed the relay coordination,
developed the relay settings, set all the relays, perform functional testing of the protective system and
placed the modified station in service.
Midway 69 kV Switching Station and 69-12.47 kV Substation - PCE was responsible for all aspects of
this new 69 kV switching station and 69 – 12.47 kV Substation. PCE protected the 69 kV bus with a
SEL 487B relay, protected each of the 69 kV feeders with SEL 751 relays and protected each power
transformer with dual 787 relays. PCE prepared complete drawings and specifications, obtain bids,
handled bid evaluation and preparation of contract documents, project management & final
inspection. PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents, designed the protective scheme, perform
the relay coordination, developed the relay settings, set all the relays, perform functional testing of
the protective system and placed the modified station in service.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative, VA
Mr. Sheldon Mayo and Mr. Paul Hartung
Manassas, VA
703-392-1591
smayo@novec.com and phartung@novec.com
Mr. Mayo and Mr. Hartung were the main design contact for this project.
PCE has completed over a dozen and is currently working on several more substation projects for
NOVEC. As part of these projects, PCE has developed protection and control standards that are
incorporated into all NOVEC Projects. Many of these projects are upgrades of the existing P&C
while others are new construction.
Brambleton Switching Station - , Sep 2018 - The station existed as a four transformer substation at
230 kV. PCE designed the protection and control for a new transmission switching station that will
feed the existing substation. Each zone of the 230 bus was protected with dual 487B relays to meet
the requirements of NERC. PCE prepared complete drawings and specifications, obtain bids,
handled bid evaluation and preparation of contract documents, project management & final
inspection. PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents, design the protective scheme, perform
the relay coordination, develop the relay settings, set all the relays, perform functional testing of the
protective system and place the modified station in service.
Runway 230-34.5 and 12.47 kV Substation, Sep 2017 - PCE was responsible for all aspects of this
new 230 – 34.5 and 230 -12.47 kV Substation. PCE protected the 230 kV bus with dual SEL 487B
relay to meet NERC requirements and protected each power transformer with dual 787 relays. PCE
prepared complete drawings and specifications, obtain bids, handled bid evaluation and preparation
of contract documents, project management & final inspection. PCE personnel calculated all the fault
currents, designed the protective scheme, perform the relay coordination, developed the relay
settings, set all the relays, perform functional testing of the protective system and placed the modified
station in service.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
City of Brownsville, TX
Mr. James McCann, Director of Engineering
Brownsville, TX
(956) 983-6204
jmccann@brownsville-pub.com
Mr. James McCann was the main design contact for these projects.
PCE has designed many substations for the City of Brownsville and has performed a full
transmission system protection study.
Titan 138-12.47 kV, May 1999, PCE was responsible for designing this new dedicated industrial
substation to serve a new tire manufacturing plant in the city of Brownsville, Texas. The station was
built for maximum reliability with dual 138 – 12.47kV LTC power transformers. The 138kV bus has
four tap positions, two are for a future on-site generation plant. The others feed two transformers
which are configured with automatic sectionalizing low-voltage breakers in metal-clad switchgear.
Basler parallel balancing equipment and GE microprocessor relays assure continuity of service, even
if a transformer fails. PCE prepared complete drawings and specifications, obtaining bids, handled
bid evaluation and preparation of contract documents, project management & final inspection.
PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents, designed the protective scheme, performed the relay
coordination, developed the relay settings, set all the relays, performed functional testing of the
protective system and placed the station in service.
City of Brownsville 138-12.47 kV system coordination project. The City of Brownsville is served
by a 138 kV transmission loop that has fifteen 138-12.47 kV distribution substations tapped off the
138 kV transmission loop. The fifteen 138-12.47 kV distribution substations are relayed substations
with two power transformers and eight underground feeders. PCE modeled the complete 138 kV
transmission loop and the 138 – 12.47 kV distribution substations using ASPEN One Liner. After
modeling the City of Brownsville power system, PCE analyzed the entire zone 1, zone 2 and zone
3 distance relay settings and verified
coordination. PCE also checked that all
distance relay settings conformed to the
NERC loadability requirements. After
checking the distance relay coordination,
PCE analyzed the overcurrent relays in
the fifteen distribution substations and
confirmed relay coordination from the
primary side transformer overcurrent
relays down to the feeder overcurrent
relays. PCE wrote a complete report of
our findings and submitted it to the City
of Brownsville.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
Talquin Electric Cooperative, Quincy, FL
Mr. Bill James, Manager of Planning & Design
(850) 627-7651
bjames@talquinelectric.com
Mr. James was the main design contact for the projects.
PCE has designed many substations for Talquin and has performed some smart grid upgrades.
Gretna 69 – 24.94/14.4 kV, Jan 2008. PCE was responsible for designing this new 28 MVA relayed
substation with bus regulation and four underground feeder circuits, preparing complete drawings
and specifications, soliciting RUS approval, obtaining bids, handling bid evaluation and preparation
of contract documents, project management, final inspection and relay commissioning and
protective system testing, and preparation of RUS close-out documents and as built drawings. The
station was designed adjacent to an existing 69-12.47 kV energized distribution substation. The lowside bus was designed with a main and transfer bus utilizing tubular bus, hookstick switches and all
welded connections. PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents, designed the protective scheme,
performed the relay coordination, developed the relay settings, set all the (SEL) relays, performed
functional testing of the protective system and placed the station in service.
Killearn Smart Grid Upgrade – While PCE was testing their old electrometrical relays, a faulty ABB
HU relay was found. The owner made the decision to upgrade all the relays on the panel to SEL.
The panel had HUs and COs and was upgraded in place to new SEL 387 and SEL 351 relays with
new test switches. PCE prepared all schematic drawings and point to point drawings, completed all
the mounting and rewiring in the panel and interfaced the new relays with existing CTs and breakers.
Once all the wiring was completed, PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents, designed the
protective scheme, performed the relay coordination, developed the relay settings, set all the (SEL)
relays, performed functional testing of the protective system and placed the station in service. DNP
3.0 was used for communication back to the owner’s office.
Peace River Electric Cooperative
Mr. Paul Roberts, VP Technical Services
Wauchula, FL
(863) 767-4650
Paul.Roberts@preco.coop
Mr. Roberts was the main design contact for this project.
Pine Level 230-25kV, July 2011. PCE was responsible for designing this new 56 MVA dual
transformer relayed substation with feeder regulation and six feeder circuits, preparing complete
drawings and specifications, soliciting RUS approval, obtaining bids, handling bid evaluation and
preparation of contract documents, project management, final inspection and relay commissioning
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
and protective system testing, and preparation of RUS close-out documents and as built drawings.
PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents, designed the protective scheme, performed the relay
coordination, developed the relay settings, set all the (SEL) relays, performed functional testing of
the protective system and placed the station in service. The station had high side circuit switchers
and secondary side MODs. There was a normally open tie that segregated the feeders so that each
transformer fed only three feeders. The protection included differentials (SEL 587), primary side
back-up overcurrents (SEL 351A) and secondary side bus overcurrent relays (SEL 351). The feeder
relays were protected with SEL 351S relays. The feeder tie and other automation were controlled
with a SEL 451. There was a communication link between the 351S feeder relays and the 351 bus
overcurrent relay that allowed the bus overcurrent relay to trip the feeder breaker for a feeder relay
failure. Using the SEL 451 logic engine we implemented an automatic transfer scheme. The SEL
451 relay was used to distinguish between a transformer fault versus substation bus faults and feeder
faults. After an actual transformer fault is cleared by the high side circuit breaker, the SEL 451 relay
sent an open signal to the MOD located on the secondary side of the transformer. After the faulted
transformer MOD was opened, the SEL 451 sent a close signal to the tie switch so that the healthy
feeders could be reenergized via the healthy transformer. The scheme also included a multi circuit
trip functionality that involved communications link between the 451s the 351s and the 351Ss relays.
The distribution automation throw over scheme, relay failure scheme and the multi circuit trip
scheme were completely tested by PCE.
Horry Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr. Reed Cooper, Engineering Manager
Conway, SC
(843) 369-6269
reed.cooper@horryelectric.com
Mr. Cooper was the supervisor of the main design contact. The main design contact has recently
changed jobs.
PCE has designed well over a dozen substations for Horry over the last 16 years. The details are
similar to the one listed below.
Collins Creek 115 – 24.94/14.4 kV, April 2011. PCE was responsible for designing this new 28 MVA
relayed substation with feeder regulation and eight underground feeder circuits, preparing complete
drawings and specifications, soliciting RUS approval, obtaining bids, handling bid evaluation and
preparation of contract documents, project management, final inspection, and preparation of RUS
close-out documents and as built drawings. The low-side bus was designed with a main and transfer
bus utilizing angular bus and hookstick switches. PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents,
designed the protective scheme, performed the relay coordination, developed the relay settings, set
all the (Basler) relays, performed functional testing of the protective system and placed the station in
service.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
Rappahannock Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr. Sam Wilson, Director of Engineering
Fredericksburg, VA
(540) 891-5846
swilson@myrec.coop
Mr. Wilson was the main design contact for these projects.
PCE has designed over 20 substations for Rappahannock over the last 16 years. Most were similar
in details to the ones listed above for Horry. Below are the details of a transmission switching station
completed for REC.
St. John’s Transmission Station, April 2010 (last breaker added). PCE was responsible for designing
this new ring bus 115 kV transmission station (and adding new breakers as needed), preparing
complete drawings and specifications, soliciting RUS approval, obtaining bids, handling bid
evaluation and preparation of contract documents, project management, final inspection and relay
commissioning and protective system testing, and preparation of RUS close-out documents and as
built drawings. PCE also designed the new control house layout that included the AC distribution,
DC distribution; batteries and all control and relay panels. PCE personnel calculated all the fault
currents, designed the protective scheme, performed the relay coordination for each outgoing line,
developed the relay settings, set all the (Basler & SEL) relays, performed functional testing of the
protective system and placed the station in service.
Rappahannock Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr. Sam Wilson, Director of Engineering
Fredericksburg, VA
(540) 891-5846
swilson@myrec.coop
Mr. Wilson was the main design contact for these projects.
PCE designed a new relay and control panel to be used for replacement of each of 27 breakers on
the Rappahannock 35 kV transmission system. The protective scheme used included three zones
of distance protection. The zone two had to have overcurrent torque control to coordinate with tap
breakers that only had overcurrents. The design included control via DNP Protocol. Outputs on the
main protection relay were used to control the 01 switch, a 43 Arc Flash Switch and a 43 Reclosing
Disable Switch. PCE physically removed the old relay panels and installed the new panels for each
breaker and interfaced with other existing panels to coordinate with those existing schemes.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
Blue Bonnet Electric Cooperative
Mr. Allen Anderson, Safety Services
Bastrop, TX
(512) 332-7840
allen.anderson@bluebonnet.coop
Mr. Anderson was the primary contact for this project.
PCE performed an arc flash study of the entire Blue Bonnet electric system. We modeled their
138 kV, 69 kV, 25 kV, 12 kV, 480 V and 208 V portions of their system using SKM Arc Flash and
calculated the incident energies at the 25 kV, 12 kV, 480 V and 208 V portions of the system. For
fault currents below 700 amps or voltages above 12 kV, the SKM Arc Flash algorithm uses the
conservative Lee equations for coming up with the incident energies. Because the Lee equations are
extremely conservative, we used the Arc pro program to get the incident energies for cases where the
fault current was less than 700 amps for greater than 12 kV. After determining the incident energies,
we determined the adequate PPE required on the 25 kV, 12 kV, 480 V and 208 V portions of the
electric system.
Santee Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr, Adam Johnson, System Engineer
Kingstree, SC
(843) 355-0667
ajohnson@Santee.org
PCE has dozens of clients where we test their
batteries and relays on a periodic basis. Below is an
example.
Mr. Johnson was the main contact for this project.
PCE evaluated all substation relay settings and
made recommendations for modifications. We
tested and calibrated all relays and batteries in 27
stations while making recommended changes.
We performed functional tests of the existing
protection systems and corrected numerous
problems that could have resulted in mis-operation
or no operation of the relay systems.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
Marlboro Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr, Troy Coyner, Manager of Engineering
Bennettsville, SC
(843) 479-3855 ext 116
tcoyner@marlboroelectric.net
PCE has dozens of clients where we have upgraded the existing relays either in place or installing
new panels.
Mr. Coyner was the main contact for this project.
PCE designed a new protective scheme to replace all the electromechanical relays in Marlboro’s
dedicated three transformer station for the paper mill. All the electromechanical relay were
systematically removed and replaced with new microprocessor relays. We were only able to
take one transformer out at a time as the plant remain in full operation while this upgrade was
completed. New test switches and a breaker failure scheme were also added at the same time. All
panel modifications and wiring was completed by PCE. We also calculated all the new settings,
programmed and tested all the new relays and fully function tested the new scheme.
Marlboro Electric Cooperative
Bennettsville, S.C.
Mr. Troy Coyner, V.P. of Engineering and Operations
(843)-454-2865
Mr. Coyner was the main design contact for this project.
We developed both a 4 year Construction Work plan and a “Long-Range” System Planning Report.
We began with Marlboro’s existing Millsoft model of the system. Then using data collected from
the Cooperative, Central Electric, and other sources, developed a load forecast for the applicable
time periods for each study. This load information was loaded into the Millsoft model, and areas
in need of improvement were identified. Then, after consultation with the Cooperative, and taking
their standard practices into account, various options were explored to address the problems that
were found. Economic and operational considerations were considered, and the best solutions
to the problems were compiled into the final report. During this process, the RUS GFR was met
with to assure the approval process went smoothly. The final reports each included all supporting
documentation, and maps of the proposed system changes.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
Nucor Decatur Steel Mill, 500-34.5 kV Main Hot Mill Substation Upgrade (CLC)
Mr. Andy Templeman
Premier Power Maintenance
6525 Guio Rd.
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 879-0660
atemple000@aol.com

Mr. Tom Kersteins
Nucor Steel
4301 Iverson Blvd.
Trinity, AL 35673
(256) 560-4945
Thomas.Kerstiens@nucor.com

Mr. Templeman and Mr. Kersteins were the main design contacts for this project.
Scope of work included incorporation of Power Transformer T5, 500-34.5 kV transformer into the
existing main substation. Engineering included installation of precast duct banks, conduits, overhead
air insulated bus work, foundation, steel structures, specifying of HV switches, etc. The contractor is
Premier Power Maintenance. Design completed 2011, 2012; Presently under construction.
SCC Utilities, Los Alamos, NM — WTA 115 kV Substation (CLC)
Project consisted of a 115 kV 3-Breaker Ring Bus configuration expandable to 6 Breakers. Scopes of
engineering were all inclusive including Civil, Site, Grading, Drainage, Foundations and Structural
design.
Denton Municipal Electric, City of Denton, TX — Spencer 138 kV Switching Station
(CLC)
This Station was designed as a 138 kV Switching Station that initially operated as a 69 kV. Scope of
work included all aspects of Electrical Engineering as well as Structural Lattice Design. Engineering
also included all Site, Civil, Foundation, Drainage and Retaining Wall design.
Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago, IL — Diversey 138 kV Substation, IL
(CLC)
EPC Contractor: ABB Power T&D, Inc.
Physical Substation Yard Layout; Civil, Structural, and Foundation Engineering
Nowlin & Associates, Inc., Natchitoches, LA — Phase I Environmental Assessment,
Hoagland Site, Many, LA (CLC)
Project consisted of writing a comprehensive phase I environmental assessment report for a 3+
acres site in Many Louisiana. Tasks involved physically inspecting the complete site, documenting
all remaining structures, researching the history of the site, conducting interviews with former &
adjoining landowners and reviewing records obtained from Environmental Data Resources, Inc.
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continued
PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued

Associated Substation Engineering, Bremen, GA — Long Bay Substation, Virgin
Islands Water & Power Authority, Virgin Islands (CLC)
Project consisted of a design of a 40' x 76' masonry control building & pile supported foundation,
pile support transformer foundations layout and oil containment reservoirs with a pour-in-place
concrete firewall. Structures were subjected to 155 mph wind loads and seismic zone earthquake
loading. Project also had concrete incased conduit ducts subjects to HS-20 loading crossing through
a precast concrete storm drainage trench. Also included was a 69-4.16 kV Auxiliary Transformer and
four 69 kV overhead circuits exiting the substation.
Wind Star 1, 220-34.5 kV Collector Substation — Lower Resource, Western Wind
Energy (GE Energy)
The scope of work for this 60 MW collector substation includes foundation design drawings which
incorporate special inspection instructions in accordance to the California Building Code (CBC),
and supporting calculations for all deep foundations and slab on grade and mat foundations. We
also calculated different wire tension values for various load cases using Sag 10 and analyzed the
rigid bus configuration to determine the deflection and stress ratios for the rigid aluminum bus along
with the cantilever strength of the insulators. Finally, we put together structural calculations and
supporting engineering drawings showing all structural connections and details for the standard
shape steel structures. Engineering drawings were also put together for the tapered tubular steel
structures along with supporting load diagrams.
Wind Star 2, 220-34.5 kV Collector Substation — Upper Resource, Western Wind
Energy (GE Energy)
The scope of work for this 60 MW collector substation includes foundation design drawings which
incorporate special inspection instructions in accordance to the California Building Code (CBC),
and supporting calculations for all deep foundations and slab on grade and mat foundations. We
also calculated different wire tension values for various load cases using Sag 10 and analyzed the
rigid bus configuration to determine the deflection and stress ratios for the rigid aluminum bus along
with the cantilever strength of the insulators. Finally, we put together structural calculations and
supporting engineering drawings showing all structural connections and details for the standard
shape steel structures. Engineering drawings were also put together for the tapered tubular steel
structures along with supporting load diagrams.
Nextera Energy/PG&E, Westside, CA - Gen-Tie 115 kV Transmission Line (CLC)
This project consisted of the design of 1.03 miles of 115 kV transmission line connecting two new
solar fields to the PG&E grid. The transmission line was designed for 115 kV and operated at a
voltage of 70 kV. The scope of work included modeling the new line in PLS-CADD, modeling and
designing self-supporting steel poles & drilled shaft foundations, and specifying the class of light duty
steel (LDS) wood equivalent tangent poles using PLS-POLE. This project was required to adhere to
the California GO-95 transmission line design requirements.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE continued
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation, Pocahontas, AR - 161 kV Pocahontas Transmission
Line (CLC)
This new portion of transmission line, approximately 210.25 feet in length, is contained within the
Pocahontas East 161 kV Switching Station. It is originated at the existing 161 kV Switch Stand and
connects to the existing 161 kV Transmission Line to Pocahontas Industrial Park Substation. Scopes
of work included modeling the new line with structures in PLS-CADD, development of sag-tension
and stringing charts, preparation of pole assembly drawings with material lists, and specifying the
appropriate class of light duty steel (LDS) wood pole equivalent poles.
NRG Energy, Haleiwa, HI - 34.5 kV Kawailoa Solar Distribution Line Design (CLC)
This project consisted of the design of 34.5 kV overhead line design that spans a distance of about 900
feet across a ravine with an elevation difference of approximately 120 feet to the bottom of the ravine.
This project required working around wildlife conservation issues that limited the time of year the
contractor was allowed to cut existing vegetation & trees. To accommodate this limitation, the project
timeline was accelerated so clearing the site right-of-way would not be impacted. The scope of this
project consisted of, specifying the amount of right-of-way that needed to be cleared to prevent
interference with overhead conductors, developing a PLS-CADD model to check line clearances,
performing sag-tension calculations, checking conductors for galloping conditions, classification of
wood pole distribution structures using PLS-POLE, and specification of wood pole embedment
depth.
Electric Power Systems (EPS)/Mississippi Lime Company, Ste. Genevieve, Missouri - 5 kV
Distribution Line Upgrade (CLC)
This project consisted of the addition of nine new circuits using insulated tri-plex conductors
supported with copperweld messenger wires. The new circuits are supported on direct embed wood
poles and terminate on a self-supporting tapered tubular steel pole supported on pier foundations.
This distribution line crosses over a creek and several existing railroad tracks in an industrial plant
setting. Scopes of work included modeling the new distribution line in PLS-CADD, building structure
models of the steel and wood poles using PLS-POLE for use in the creation of load tree drawings, and
producing load tree drawings for bid purposes.
Asset Company/CF Industries, Yazoo City, MS - 4 kV Distribution Tie Line Infrastructure
Upgrade Analysis (CLC)
This project consisted of developing engineering drawings for obtaining a cost estimate to upgrade the
existing 4 kV distribution tie line between two substations in an industrial chemical plant in
Mississippi. The replacement structures support three tri-plex insulated circuits, as well as an air
insulated 4/0 ACSR circuit. The conductors are supported using self-supporting steel poles on drill
pier foundations. Scopes of work included developing a PLS-CADD/Lite model for each structure to
obtain span and loading information, sizing of the tapered steel structure using PLS-POLE, and
development of pole loading diagram drawings in order to obtain cost estimates from steel pole
fabricators.
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CLIENT LIST
Includes references with specific knowledge of our experience and capabilities:

•

Sawnee Electric Membership Corporation, Cumming, GA
Mr. Gary Mauldin, Chief Operating Officer; gary.mauldin@sawnee.com

•

Joe Wheeler EMC, Trinity, AL
Mr. Jeff Britnel; Director of Engineering; jbritnell@jwemc.org

•

Talquin ECI, Quincy, FL
Mr. Bill James, Manager of Planning and Design; bjames@talquinelectric.com

•

Peace River ECI, Wauchula, FL
Mr. Paul Roberts, VP Technical Services; Paul.Roberts@preco.coop

•

Four County EMC, Burgaw, NC
Gergg Cohn, VP Engineering; GreggCohn@fourcty.org

•

Fairfield Electric Cooperative, Blythewood, SC
Mr. Thomas Black, Vice President of Engineering; tblack@fairfield.coop

•

Coastal Electric Cooperative, Walterboro, SC
Mr. Mark Walling, Vice President of Engineering and Operations; Mark.Walling@coastal.coop

•

Public Utilities Board, Brownsville, TX
Mr. James McCann, Director of Electrical Engineering, Operations and Power Supply.;
jmccann@brownsville-pub.com

•

Santee Electric Cooperative, Kingstree, SC
Mr. Robert Higbe, Manager of Engineering; rhigbe@santee.org

•

Lynches River Electric Cooperative, Inc., Pageland, SC
Mr. Phil Monroe, Manager of Engineering; phil.monroe@lynchesriver.com

•

Palmetto Electric Cooperative, Inc., Hilton Head Island, SC
Mr. Bruce Draper, Substation/Metering Supervisor; bdraper@palmetto.coop

•

Rappahannock Electric Cooperative, Fredericksburg, VA
Mr. Ron Harris, Director of Engineering; rharris@rappelec.com

•

Mecklenburg Electric Cooperative, Chase City, VA
Mr. Brian Woods, Engineer; brianwoods@meckelec.org

•

Georgia Power Company, Atlanta, GA
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CLIENT LIST continued
•

Pioneer Electric Cooperative, Piqua, OH
Mr. Lynn Maniaci, Manager of Engineering; lmaniaci@pioneerec.com

•

Sumter Electric Cooperative, Americus, GA
Mr. Rene Smith, V.P.; rene.smith@sumteremc.com

•

Upshur Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation, Gilmer, TX
Mr. Dewayne Brown, Manager of Engineering; dbrown@urecc.com

•

Pee Dee Electric Cooperative, Inc., Darlington, SC
Mr. Rob Ardis, Engineer; rardis@peedeeelectric.com

•

Horry Electric Cooperative, Inc., Conway, SC
Mr. Reed Cooper, Manager of Engineer; reed.cooper@horryelectric.com

•

Aiken Electric Cooperative, Inc., Aiken, SC
Mr. Terry Walker, Manager of Engineering; twalker@aikenco-op.org

•

Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, Warsaw, VA
Mr. Scott Smith, System Engineer; ssmith@nnec.coop

•

Marlboro Electric Cooperative, Inc., Bennettsville, SC
Mr. Troy Coyner, Manager of Engineering; tcoyner@marlboroelectric.net

•

Rayle EMC, Washington, GA
Jim Bennett, Manager of Engineering, (706) 678-2116 ext. 111

•

Slash Pine EMC, Homerville, GA
Carthel Guess, cguess@slashpineemc.com

•

Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative, Manassas, VA
Sheldon Mayo, Manager of Engineering, (703) 392-1591

•

South Central Power Company, Lancaster, OH
Tom Musick, Vice President of Engineering, (740) 653-4422

•

City of Dover, Dover, DE
Bhadresh Patel, City Engineer, (302) 674-7551
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APPROACH & METHOD
Power Consulting Engineers staffing, which includes Professional
Engineers (PEs), takes a very methodical approach to substation and
switching station design. With our years of experience, we have learned
that it is key to start the project correctly and have communication
frequently during the design and construction phases. We begin each project with a kick off meeting
where we ask dozens of questions to make sure we understand the design requirements and client’s
desires. Below is the process of a typical project after our kick off meeting.
§

Prepare in AutoCAD format and submit for approval to the client a very detailed list of physical
and electrical drawings:
•

•
•
•

One Line & Three Line
Diagram
Site Plan
Plan View
Sections
Soil Boring location drawing
Grading Plan/Hydrology Study
Oil Containment plan and
details
Foundation Plan
Foundation Details
Grounding Plan
Conduit/Cable Trench Plan
Cable and Conduit Schedule
Control House & Relay Panel
layout
AC/DC panel boards
AC and DC Schematics
SCADA connection diagrams

•
•
•
•
•

Equipment Connection Diagrams (transformers, breakers, relay panels, etc.)
Station Equipment Grounding Details
Fence Grounding Details
Anchor Bolt Details
UABC connection details

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C
E

No. 19960

§

Prepare an SPCC plan and oil containment plan and details if SPCC plan dictates

§

Obtain all permits as required

§

Prepare a grading plan and hydrology study if necessary
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APPROACH & METHOD continued
§

Complete Geotech exploration for use in foundation design and or site suitability

§

Make changes in drawings after Owner’s review to assure that the project meets the client’s
expectations

§

Prepare short circuit study, relay settings and TCCs

§

PCE has a QA/QC program to reasonably assure conformance with objectives, schedules and
design and construction standards

§

Foundation Design

§

Complete rigid and strain bus design

§

Design ground grid using ETAP

§

Create labor and material erection specifications

§

PCE utilizes some of the best software tools in the industry for both the design and management
of substation projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The full line of Microsoft Office programs
Microsoft Project (to maintain project schedules and deliverables)
Solve 360 and BillQuick (internal project management)
Autocad
Mathcad
SKM Power Tools
ETAP
PLS-CADD
Aspen
ArcGIS
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APPROACH & METHOD continued
Procurement Services
The procurement services include the preparation of technical specifications, necessary drawings
and contract documents for major equipment, materials and labor for the substation. Procurement
services will include:
§

Prepare and submit for approval to the client the following bidding documents:
•
•

Substation Labor & Material Contract
Specifications and bid documents for breakers, relay panels, control house, power
transformers, voltage regulators, circuit recloser, capacitors, wave traps, CCVT and any other
major equipment as required

§

Make changes in specifications after Owner’s review to assure that the project meets the client’s
expectations.

§

Solicit bids for equipment listed above and provide analysis/recommendations from the bidding
process to the client for final selection. Engineer will be available to each prospective bidder to
answer questions.

§

Solicit bids for station labor and material

Construction Services
§

Issue “Approved for Construction” drawings and specifications to the client and the erection
contractor.

§

Handle all correspondence with packager to aid in maintaining the scheduled submittal of
drawings and delivery of the equipment.

§

Review packager and manufacturers’ drawings for conformance with the specifications.

§

Review structural steel details from packager.

§

Maintain and distribute all packager and manufacturers’ drawings as required.

§

Perform a final inspection of the completed substation after construction, where we will also test
transformer and breaker CTs, set all microprocessor relays, test the overall protective system and
assist with energizing the substation.

§

Initiate change orders, if required, for field modifications.

§

We will set up as many meetings during the design phase and construction phase as needed to
meet the clients’ expectations and assure the project runs smoothly, but typically one design
meeting and one construction inspection is required other than the final inspection.
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APPROACH & METHOD continued
Post-Construction Services
§

Following completion of construction and energization, PCE will provide the following services:
•

Revise construction drawings to agree with the construction records of the contractor and
PCE personnel.

•

Prepare and submit to the client hard copies of “as built” construction drawings.

•

Submit all packager’s drawings and manufacturers’ as built drawings to the client.

•

Prepare all required closeout documents.
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•

APPROACH & METHOD continued
Overhead Line Design
CLC begins each overhead line design project by meeting with our client to determine their desired
outcome and clarify any areas that are unclear. During these initial meetings, requests for additional
information are transmitted. This additional information can include client specific design criteria,
topographic surveys, boundary surveys, or soil boring information. Below is an example of the process
we typically follow after the initial project meeting.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confirm final design criteria to be utilized for design of the transmission/distribution line
Obtain any site specific information (topographic survey, boundary survey, soil boring
information)
Gather equipment design files required for modeling including insulators, clamps, davit arms,
cables, etc.
Establish a proposed alignment in plan view and verify alignment does not interfere with existing
obstacles. If the client has an alignment already laid out, an electronic version is requested.
Create a PLS-CADD model using the agreed upon design criteria and site specific information
for the line
Verify all design inputs and outputs meet or exceed minimum clearances and strengths mandated
by the governing design code/criteria
Design foundations and pole embedment depths
Prepare in AutoCAD format and submit for approval to the client a detailed list of transmission
and distribution line drawings:
Cover and General Note Sheet
Plan & Profile View
Foundation Plan (If Applicable)
Foundation Details
Pole Erection & Assembly Details
Steel Fabrication Details (If Applicable)
Bill of Materials
Stringing Charts
Sag-Tension Charts
Prepare Transmission/Distribution Line Design Data Summary to accompany drawing package
for client approval
Revise drawings and design data summary after Owner’s review to assure the project meets the
client’s expectations
Perform final QA/QC check to verify compliance with all objectives and ensure constructability
of the project
Provide any necessary construction support if requested
CLC utilizes the following industry standard software during transmission/distribution design:
• PLS-CADD
• PLS-POLE
• LPile 2018
• AutoCAD Civil 3D
• Mathcad
• Microsoft Office Suite (Project Management & Reports)
• Sag10
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES
DOUG K. TROTTER, P.E.
PRINCIPAL ENGINEER

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
General substation design, contract preparation, materials procurement, control and relay
system design, relay calibration and setting, protective device coordination, station cut-in and
inspection services

EXPERIENCE
Mr. Trotter obtained experience in transmission and distribution design while working as a coop
student at Southern Engineering Co. He developed a software package that solves for all criteria
involved in the mechanical design of distribution power lines. Mr. Trotter has also obtained
experience in distribution and transmission field engineering. After taking a full time position at
Southern Engineering in 1991, he obtained experience in substation design.
Mr. Trotter is very knowledgeable in relay panel design, relay setting calculations and
relay testing and calibration. He has experience with electromechanical relays as well as
microprocessor relays and PLCs. Mr. Trotter performs periodic system-wide, setting calculation,
and relay testing of all substation relays for a number of clients.
Mr. Trotter is a Principal Engineer at Power Consulting Engineers. He is responsible for the
scheduling and preparing of plans, drawings, and specifications for substation projects. He is also
over the field services division of PCE. This department does station commissioning, relay and
battery testing, relay panel replacement or upgrade and troubleshooting.
Collins Creek 115 - 24.94 x 12.47 kV Substation — Horry E.C.I., Conway, SC
Mr. Trotter is the project manager for the 115 – 24.94 x 12.47/7.2 kV substation and coordinated
the project with Horry E.C.I and Santee Cooper (115 kV supplier). The station had a circuit
switcher on the high side, one 28 MVA transformer and six circuits with feeder regulation on
the low side. Microprocessor based overcurrent and differential relays were used to protect the
station. The project included preparing final drawings, writing the contract and specifications,
biding the project, awarding the erection contract, performing the final inspection, calibrating all
relays, performing functional testing of the protective systems and placing the station in service
in October 2012. Mr. Trotter has completed dozens of other Horry ECI stations, ranging in size
from 14MVA to 56MVA, since 1991.
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
Santee Electric Cooperative, Inc. — Kingstree, SC
Mr. Trotter evaluated all substation relay settings and made recommendations for modifications.
He tested and calibrated all relays in 27 stations while making his recommended changes. He
performed functional tests of the existing protection systems and corrected numerous problems
that would have resulted in mis-operation or no operation of the relay systems.
27 Breaker and Relay Panel Replacement — Rappahannock Electric
Cooperative, Front Royal, VA
Mr. Trotter was project manager for this breaker and relay panel smart grid replacement project
for 27 line distance panels. The new panels were designed to replace the existing transmission
protection and control panels. The new panels were designed to ease the interface with multiple
other existing substation relay panels. He and his crew did the panel replacement, completed the
intertie wiring with the other hot panels, calculated settings, programmed the relays and fully
function tested each installation.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology
Minor in Computer Engineering

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
Registered Professional Engineer, multiple states

REFERENCES
Mr. Phil Monroe, Manager of Engineering
Lynches River E.C.I., Pageland, SC, (843) 675-3270
Mr. Reed Cooper, Engineer
Horry E.C.I., Conway, SC, (843) 369-6269
Mr. Sam Wilson, Director of Substations
Rappahannock E.C., Fredericksburg, VA, (540) 891-5846
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
DARYL R. DUNAHOO, P.E.
PRINCIPAL ENGINEER
AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
Substation battery selection, bolted electrical connections, substation design, materials
procurement, project management, control and relay system design, relay calibration and setting,
protective device coordination, substation cut-in and inspection services.
EXPERIENCE
Mr. Dunahoo worked for Georgia Power Company from 1984 until 1989 and Southern
Engineering Company from 1989 until 1999. Mr. Dunahoo is a Project Manager, over substation
engineering, design, and construction, including over 100 substation projects. He is experienced
in substation relaying and protection, including relay calibration & troubleshooting, high-pot
testing of station equipment, substation modifications and upgrades, and co-generation projects
for industrial customers. He has been responsible for the scheduling and preparing of plans,
drawings, and specifications for dozens of substation projects.
Mr. Dunahoo has experience in designing and checking relay panels and troubleshooting relay
circuits. He has experience in the high voltage withstand and impulse testing of underground
cables, cable termination systems, insulators, transformers, and hot-line work equipment.
Additional areas of specilization include: DC battery systems, bolted connections and conductor
ampacity studies.
Elk Run 230 - 34.5-12.47kV Substation — Rappahannock Electric Cooperative,
Fredericksburg, VA
This station was a re-build of a 115-12kV Substation serving a Colonial Pipeline pumping station
and a few distribution circuits. The power supplier, Dominion Power, upgraded their line to
230kV necessitating a re-build of the substation. Mr. Dunahoo was responsible for planning,
designing, and managing the project from inception to completion In 2012. Rappahannock is
a long term client of Mr. Dunahoo's where he has been responsible for the design of more than
two dozen substations over a period of more than 20 years.
Blind Bridge 230-25kV and 230-12.5kV Substation — Four County EMC,
Burgaw, NC
Four County EMC needed help selecting a site, and developing this large distribution substation.
PCE assisted with site selection, meetings with CP&L the power supplier, and complete design,
including the transmission tap Into the station. Mr. Dunahoo was responsible for all aspects
of the project from inception to completion in 2009. Four County is a 20+ Year client of Mr.
Dunahoo and he has been responsible for design and construction of at least ten substations for
this client.
Titan 138 - 13.2kV Substation — Public Utilities Board, Brownsville, TX
Mr. Dunahoo designed the original station in 1999 and in 2015 is still Project Manager over
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
the currently under-construction upgrade in Brownsville, Texas. The station was built for
maximum reliability with dual 138 – 12.47kV LTC power transformers. The 138kV bus has four
tap positions, two are for a future on-site generation plant. The others feed two transformers
which are configured with automatic sectionalizing low-voltage breakers in metal-clad
switchgear. PCE prepared complete drawings and specifications, obtaining bids, handled bid
evaluation and preparation of contract documents, project management & final inspection.
PCE personnel calculated all the fault currents, designed the protective scheme, performed the
relay coordination, developed the relay settings, set all the relays, performed functional testing
of the protective system and placed the station in service. PCE maintained a good relationship
with this client through the years and is currently (2015) involved in a re-build of the same
substation including installation of 138kV Breakers with SEL line protection packages, Upsizing
transformers and replacing switchgear.
Bellevue 115-25kV Substation — Georgia Power Company, Atlanta, GA
Georgia Power Company hired PCE to produce all the control wiring, protective relay system,
and control circuit drawings to modify this 33 year old station. Mr. Dunahoo was responsible
for utilizing Georgia Power Company's proprietary material ordering, scheduling, and tracking
systems as well as utilizing GPC standard control practices.
Sawnee Electric Membership Corporation — Cumming, GA
Mr. Dunahoo has been responsible for designing and managing the construction of more
than twenty 25kV Switching Stations over a period of 25 years. On each of the projects, he
was responsible for all aspects of labor and material specification and procurement, project
management, and contract close-out procedures. This very satisfied client continues to put its
trust in Mr. Dunahoo for all of its substation needs.
EDUCATION
B.S. Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology
Minor in Industrial Psychology (Ergonomics and Industrial Factors Engineering)
REGISTRATION
Registered Professional Engineer, Multiple states
REFERENCES
Mr. Sam Wilson, Director of Substation and Transmission Engineering
Rappahannock Electric Cooperative, Inc. (540) 891-5846
Mr. Gary Mauldin, Chief Operations Officer,
Sawnee EMC, Cumming, GA (678) 455-1312
Mr. James McCann, Director of Electrical Engineering, Operations, & Power Supply,
Public Utilities Board, Brownsville, TX, (956) 983-6203
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
JOHN A. DURDEN
SUBSTATION DESIGNER

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
Generate physical design layout, specifications and contracts for medium and high voltage
substations to clients’ specifications utilizing NESC, RUS and IEEE guidelines.

EXPERIENCE
Ten years of substation design experience. Primary responsibilities include the design and
layout of substations; steel detailing; material specifications; contract documents; evaluating
bids (material and labor); approval of manufacturer’s drawing; answering field questions; final
inspection and relaying testing.
Georgiana Substation — Alabama Power — Birmingham, AL
This project involved the upgrade of an existing 115-44-15kV substation. Replacement of
existing cap & pin insulators with station post; replacement of 600A switches with new 1200A
switches; added Station Class Arresters on load side of 44-15kV transformer; raised 15kV
structure to obtain proper live to personnel clearances and increased phase to phase spacing; new
ground grid; generated Bill of Material for all items.
Northern Virginia Electrical Cooperative — Manassas, VA
NOVEC required the steel design and bidding of a three transformer bank, eight feeder positions
with high side “A” frame and circuit switchers. Total weight of steel was 74,594#.
Black Creek Substation — Coastal EMC — Waltersboro, SC
Design of 115-25kV relayed four feeder bay substation, initially energized at 69-15kV, with three
single phase transformers with provisions for adding one three phase transformer in the future
when station is upgraded to 115kV. Station includes a control house.
Chesterfield Substation — Lynches River ECI — Lancaster, SC
Modifications to an existing 69-15kV substation, including adding a 69kV, S&C model 2020
Circuit Switcher on a constrained site. Also added protective relaying and DC power in an
outdoor cabinet.
Sawnee Electrical Membership Corporation — Cumming, GA
New 25kV switching stations typically with either five or eight lowside positions. Developed
standardized layout and standardized steel design to reduce overall cost.
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
Flaherty Substation — Meade County RECC — Brandenburg, KY
Design layout of a 69-13.2kV, relayed substation with four feeder positions, source side “A”
frame, transformer oil containment pit, and control house.
Bolins Mill Substation — Buckeye RECI — Rio Grande, OH
Design layout of a 138-15kV relayed substation with box type four feeder positions, source side
“A” frame, transformer oil containment pit, and control house.
Dumplin Valley Substation — Appalachian EC — Jefferson City, TN
This project consisted of the design layout of a 161-69kV, 69kV ring bus relayed substation with
four 69kV “A” frame feeder positions. Dual 161kv feeds from a TVA station , transformer oil
containment pits, and control house.

EDUCATION
Architectural Design —Middle Georgia College
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
Kenneth A. Blaylock
POWER SYSTEM ENGINEER

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
Project Manager for substation automation projects: Responsible for the substation automation
project planning, design, equipment installation, testing, implementation and cost control.
EXPERIENCE
Thirty-seven years of broad-based experience in the electric utility industry including
telecommunications and SCADA project management and design. Extensive project
management experience with completing projects on time and within or under budget.
Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative (NOVEC), Manassas, VA
November 1994 – January 2015: Manager, Substations & Telecommunication
Managed a 13 member team consisting of one supervisor, five professional and technical
employees and seven substation electricians. Provided project management for the design,
construction, operation and maintenance of 53 substations and multiple telecommunications
facilities, including telephone, VHF radio, microwave and fiber optic systems. Ensured that
projects are completed on time, within or under budget. Oversaw daily load forecasting, controls
load management activities, and programs and maintained the NOVEC SCADA system.
Implemented and maintained substation protection systems. Utilized a telecommunications
system to support transport of power supply data. Created and maintained operating policies
and procedures and contingency plans for substations. Worked closely with operations and
system engineering in developing budgetary justifications and cost estimates for system
improvement projects supporting the three year short range work plan. Responsible for evalution,
selection, and deployment of new digital-based substation technologies. Distributed forensic and
power quality data for analysis of system problems and disturbances. Performed staff evaluations
and maintains proper departmental staff levels and accountabilities.
Managed the completion of notable projects such as converting 17 substations for an upgrade
from 69 KV to 115 KV in 1995 in a very short timeframe. Developed a substation automation
program using DNP 3.0 open protocol to selected IEDs in the substations and using a substation
server as a gateway to SCADA and a mini backup SCADA system at each substation. Evaluated,
identified and installed the most effective fiber and microwave communications systems for the
automation projects.
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
Prince William Electric Cooperative
June 1979 – November 1994: Power Systems Supervisor
Established a work team to install SCADA in our substations and operations center over a
two year period. Formalized the substation construction and maintenance program and hired
technicians and engineers to develop a standardized design for new and upgraded substations
to reduce costs and expedite the design process and construction time by eliminating costly
consultants. Developed and implemented a project management system to increase productivity
and adherence to schedules.
May 1972 – June 1979: Underground distribution designer, progressing to system protection
engineering.
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Business Administration, Strayer University, 1994, Summa Cum Laude
Associate Degree – Electronics Technology, Northern Virginia Community College 1978
Electrical engineering classes, Capitol College, 1984, 1985
Electrical engineering classes, Virginia State University, 1987
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
MAC RUSSELL, P.E.
POWER SYSTEM ENGINEER

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
Work Plans and Long Range Plans, Arc Flash Studies, Misc. System Studies and SCADA
system design
EXPERIENCE
Mr. Russell obtained a wide array of experience in power systems while working at Southern
Engineering Co. Mac has assisted dozens of clients with miscellaneous power system
engineering issues. He has also help dozens of clients bid and evaluate SCADA systems and also
helped those clients and others with installation and troubleshooting.
Allvac Coorporation Arc Flash Assessment
Scope — Modeled the Allvac industrial plant using SKM power tools software and performed
short circuit, coordination and arc flash studies Size - 40 distribution transformers, 1800 breakers
and related loads. Role: Project engineer
REMC Arc Flash Asssessment
Scope — Prepare arc hazard analysis for electric distribution system with 14 substations and
1400 mile of line. Role: Project manager
Horry Electric Coopeartive — SCADA System Upgrade
Scope — Prepared specifications, handled bidding and installed an upgrade to a QEI SCADA
system with dual master and 28 substations. Role: Project manager
Oconee EMC Design of Critical Motor System
Scope — Design a 12kV to 4.16kV supply and protective relay system for a critical load at an
industrial plant. Project included a 1500kVA transformer with internal circuit breaker and
custom programming of a Cooper Idea Plus Relay. Role: Project manager
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1971
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
Registered Professional Engineer, multiple states
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES
continued

TODD NALLEY, P.E.
ENGINEER

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION
System Planning, general substation design, control and relay systems design, relay calibration,
protective device coordination, system operations and storm recovery.

EXPERIENCE
Mr. Nalley gained experience in distribution systems and substations while working as an
engineer at Horry Electric Cooperative for 20 years. He developed system planning studies
(Long-Range Work Plans), and several Construction Work Plans. He also was responsible for
substation design, construction, and maintenance. Since joining Power Consulting Engineers in
2012, he has obtained additional experience in protection and controls, relay calibration, battery
testing and system coordination.
Marlboro Electric Cooperative — Bennettsville, SC
Developed “Long-Range” and Construction Work Plans, modeled the system, forecast load
growth, and designed the system to meet projected loading conditions. Coordinated meetings
with GFR for RUS approval
Rappahannock Electric Cooperative — Fredericksburg, VA
Changed relay panels for 27 line distance protected breakers on Rappahannock’s 34 kV
transmission system. Modeled the system in ASPEN, developed all line-distance settings,
installed the panels, function checked and tested.
Horry Electric Cooperative — Conway, SC
Converted nine substations from 12kV to 25 kV. Mr. Nalley was Project Manager, Responsible
for planning and operational aspects. Procured equipment (transformers, regulators, reclosers,
arrestors, etc.) and scheduled installation. Ensured that all construction activities were
completed. Developed switching orders and supervised switching operations.
Storm Resoration — Hurricane Sandy, Ice Storm Feb 2014
Directed the work of up to 10 line crews in restoration of Jersey Central and Baltimore Gas and
Electric service area during Hurricane Sandy, and Coastal Electric Cooperative (Walterboro SC)
during the ice storm in Feb. of 2014. Responsible for storm assessment, and restoration for an
assigned area of the affected system
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering, The Citadel

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION
Registered Professional Engineer, South Carolina

REFERENCES
Mr. Troy Coyner, Manager of Engineering
Marlboro E.C.I. , Bennettsville SC, (843) 454-2865
Mr. Phil Monroe, Manager of Engineering
Lynches River E.C.I., Pageland, SC, (843) 675-3270
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
David R. Pfeiffer, P.E.
CIVIL ENGINEER

President and Managing Partner, CLC Engineering, LLC
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, May 1988, Louisiana State University
Master of Science, June 1991, Georgia Institute of Technology

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Mr. Pfeiffer’s educational experience includes a Bachelor of Science degree from Louisiana State
University, May 1988 and a Master’s degree from Georgia Institute of Technology, June 1991. In
both cases, Mr. Pfeiffer graduated with better than 3.5 GPAs.
Mr. Pfeiffer is the owner of CLC Engineering, LLC and is a Professional Engineer licensed in
thirty states. He has over twenty years of experience in civil and structural engineering design,
and an additional ten years of technical experience in the areas of substation design.
Mr. Pfeiffer’s engineering experience includes the design of foundations, bridges, low-rise
commercial buildings, subdivision layout and development, site layout and development,
substation, transmission and distribution structures, and earth retaining structures. His technical
experience in the substation field includes structural steel detailing, electrical drafting, quantity
takeoffs, and estimating.
In addition to his technical experience, Mr. Pfeiffer has managed and operated a profitable
engineering company since 1994 which includes the management of both technical and
non-technical staff personnel, coordinating activities for employees, project management,
development of proposals, quotations and takeoffs, as well as business management of company
books and financials. In addition to these business related activities, he has been involved with
marketing the firm’s experience and expertise which has included extensive travel. Mr. Pfeiffer
has also successfully completed a forty hour OSHA approved safety program.

PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE
Arizona
Hawaii
Arkansas
Iowa
California
Kentucky
Colorado
Louisiana
Florida
Maine
Georgia
Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Carolina

South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
Jason B. Delrie, P.E.
CIVIL ENGINEER

Vice President and Partner, CLC Engineering, LLC
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, May 2005, University of Louisiana at Lafayette

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Mr. Delrie is Vice-President and Managing Partner of CLC Engineering, LLC and is a
Professional Engineer licensed in thirteen states. He is a member of the ASCE, LES, NSPE, and
has over seven years of experience in civil and structural engineering, which has been primarily
in the field of transmission and distribution, including, but not limited to substations and
switchyards.
Mr. Delrie's experience includes the design of steel and aluminum structures using Finite
Element Software and engineering principles. Some of his designs include low profile steel
and aluminum structures, lattice type steel & aluminum structures, connection designs,
tapered tubular steel poles, concrete foundations, blast walls, CMU control buildings and earth
retaining structures. His experience also includes structural steel detailing, project management,
quotations, structural steel take-offs, and estimating.
Additional areas of experience include: design of extruded aluminum shapes, wood design, and
design of tapered rigid frames. His work portfolio also includes forensic engineering of various
type structures including their supporting foundations. In addition to the technical experience
listed above, Mr. Delrie also has six years of prior construction experience in the office and
in the field which contributes to his technical background and allows him to relate the design
completed in the office to the actual construction out in the field.
Mr. Delrie received his education from Louisiana Tech University and University of Louisiana
at Lafayette where he received a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering in May of 2005. Mr.
Delrie also continues his education yearly through various continuing education programs.

PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE
Alabama
California
Florida
Indiana
Kansas

Louisiana
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina

Ohio
Pennsylvania
Texas
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KEY PERSONNEL & RESUMES continued
Samuel L. Csonka, E.I.
CIVIL ENGINEER

CLC Engineering, LLC
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Technology, May 2012, Metropolitan State University

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Mr. Csonka is a civil engineer at CLC Engineering, LLC. He graduated Magna Cum Laude
from Metropolitan State University of Denver, with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil
Engineering Technology.
Mr. Csonka currently specializes in Drafting and Structural Design calculations where he has
had experience with Power Transmission and Distribution systems.
Mr. Csonka has prior Technical Experience with The Dow Chemical Co. (Freeport, TX) as a
Chemical Technologist, where he gained hands-on experience and understanding of process
control systems (equipment and piping), and sensitive laboratory environments. While there, he
obtained extensive training in Safety and Environmental Issues.
Mr. Csonka has been associated with Ministry work for the last 20 years, which enables him
to work well with people. He believes that personal integrity and accountability are of utmost
importance in both the social and business worlds.
His academic achievements include:
•

The Colorado Engineering Council’s “Certificate of Merit” for scholastic excellence and
achievements

•

Recognition as the “Outstanding Civil Engineering Technology Student” by the Dean of The
School of Professional Studies at MSUD.

Mr. Csonka was also employed as a Lab Coordinator for the Metropolitan State University of
Denver, where he performed testing on structural materials.
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CURRENT HOURLY RATE SHEET
ATTACHMENT A:

Job Designation Code & Title

Hourly Billing Rate

Principal Engineer (P.E.)

180.00

(Senior Engineer/Consultant Engineer)

180.00

Engineer III

163.00

Civil/Structural Engineer

143.00

Engineer II

144.00

Engineer I/(Administrative Assistant) (PM)

130.00

Senior Designer III

117.00

Senior Engineering Aide

96.00

Drafter III (CAD Tech II)

91.00

Engineering Aide (Designer I)

83.50

Drafter I (CAD Tech I)

73.00

Secretary (Clerical)

73.00

Drafter

64.50

Rates shown in parenthesis are as requested by the City of Dover.
All Engineer rates may be adjusted on an annual basis beginning on the first anniversary date of the
execution of this Contract (2018 A.D.) to reflect Engineer’s then current standard, official rates.
This increase will not exceed 3% per year. Overtime is billed at straight time unless it is a weekend
which is billed at 1.5% or holiday which is billed at 2.0%
Rates for any testimony shall be billed at not less than eight (8) hours a day.
Reproduction, printing, communications, computer services, and other miscellaneous support
services shall be billed at rates for such services as determined from time to time and officially
established by Engineer.
Travel, food, lodging and miscellaneous expenses to third parties, except automobile mileage,
associated with the provision of services hereunder, shall be billed at cost. Automobile mileage will
be billed at the rate annually approved by the Internal Revenue Service ($.56 for 2014).
Owner will assist Engineer in documentation required to avoid sales tax applications when
appropriate.
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